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lntroduction

In the Canterbgry Bight trawl fishery landings
increased until L964 and then declined sharply from
t966 to 1969, when many vessels from Timan¡ left
for the Chatham Islands rock lobster fishery. With
the decline in this fishery and the return of the
vessels to Timaru, the landings of wetfish rose again
and have fluctuated since, though at a lower level
than in the early 1960s.

There has been a great increase in foreign fishing
in New Zæaland waters since the first foreign
trawlers arrived in 1959. In t976 about 4O large
trawlers from Japanr.U.S.S.R., and other countries
fished areas off the east coast of the South Island.

The aims of this publication are to determine
whethe¡ the decreased landings by local fishermen
resulted from a decrease in fishing effort or the
decline in abundance of fish on traditional fishing
grounds. The effect of foreign fishing in such a
decline is also evaluated.

Study area
The Canterbury Bight extends from Banks

Peninsula to the Waitaki River. This corresponds
fairly closely to statistical area 15 of the New
7-,ealand fishing catch areas (Fig. 1). In this area over

Fig. 1: Map of the Canterbury Bight,
showing 12-mile limit,200-m depth
contour, statistical fishing catch
areas, and the main ocean current.
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ûVo of. the continental shelf lies beyond the 12-mile
territorial sea of New Zealand. Therefore, before
the declaration of New Zealand's 200-mile Exclusive
Economic Zone on L April 1978 most of the fishing
grounds of the Canterbury Bight were legally open
to foreign trawlers.

The main topographical feature of the Canterbury
Bight is the regularity and flatness of the continental
shelf (Dingwall 1974). Water movement is f¡om
south to north, under the influence of the Southland
Current (Heath 1975).

Ports, vessels, and landings
Timaru, Oamaru, and Akaroa are the three rhain

ports where bottom trawlers land fish in the
Canterbury Bight. The number of trawlers regis-
tered in these ports from 1963 to L976 is shown in
Table 1. Timaru is the largest port, handling over
SOVo of the landings from the area, and in this
publication the trawl fishery based at Timaru is
taken as representative of the Canterbury Bight
trawl fishery.

The total landings of wetfish at Timaru from 1950
to t976 are shown in Fig. 2. T\e decrease in lanclings
from 1967 to 1969 reflects the drop in the number of
registered trawlers in Tirnaru for these years.
Although most of these vessels returned within 2 or
3 years, the fleet has again decreased þ number and
size of vessels (Tables 1 and 2).

Fishing grounds
Traditionally, the Canterbury Bight trawl fishery

has consisted of a summer elephant fish season from
October to January and a winter tarakihi season
from February to September. The summer fishing
grounds are close to shore, where adult elephant fish
congregate to spawn. Red gurnard and flatfish are
also taken on these grounds.

TABLE l: Number of trawlers r€gisterêd in the ports of the
Cant€rbury Bight, 196!7ó

Year Timaru Oamaru Aka¡oa Total
1963273838
L9& 29 2 L0 4l
1%5 30 2 to 42
L9l6 28 0 14 42
t%72r2932
19ó8 23 4 lr 38
1969 22 3 12 37
Lv70 28 2 lL 4r
7nr 28 3 10 47
tn2323742
Ln3292839
rc74282535
1n5292637
rn625 1329

fn winter, when trawlers fish the tarakihi grounds,
red gurnard and red cod are taken as by-catch. The
tarakihi grounds were formerly 6G90 km off
Timaru, but after 1971 an area 15-30 km off
Oamaru became popular, because of a decline in
catches of tarakihi on the northern fishing grounds.

Principal spec¡es
The main species in the Canterbury Bight trawl

fishery have been tarakihi, elephant fish, red
gurnard, and red cod. These made up 65Vo-:78Vo o1

wetfish landings at Timaru from 1963 to 1973. After
1973 the proportion of these species in the catch
decreased; inL976 they contributed only 53Vo of the
landings. Barracouta, which has been landed in
increasing quantities since 1973, has become more
important to the fishery.

Tarakihi ( Ch e i I od acly I u s m ac ro pterus, Bl och a nd
Schneider)

Because this species has a high commercial value,
it attracts much effort from trawlers, which catch
aknost all the tarakihi landed in the Canterbury
Bight (mainly from February to September).
Tarakihi are caught in depths from 10 to 200 m,
though they are more abundant deeper than 1ü) m.
This species is slow growing compared with other
demersal fish in New Zealand and in many areas has
declined in abundance as a result of exploitation, for
example, in the East Cape fishery (Vooren t974).

Efephant Íish (Callorhinchus milii, Bory de St.
Vincent)

Elephant fish are most abundant to the east and
south of the South Island and over TOVo of the New
Zealand elephant fish catch is taken from the
Canterbury Bight. Elephant fish are caught in
depths of up to 180 m, but in summer they are found
mainly in less than 4O m of water (Gorman 7963).
The fish are headed, gutted, and trimmed at sea;
therefore, the landed weights represent only the
usable part of the fish. In the data sources used here,
landed weights are multiplied by 1.5 to estimate live
weight and allow comparison with landed weights of
other species. The greatest proportion of landings is
caught by trawlers; in Timaru, before 1975, they
accounted for over 85Vo of the total landings. The
remainder of the catch is taken by set nets, mainly
from October to January.

Before the 1970s small fish (less than 40 cm) were
not landed, as processors preferred large fish.
ÉIowever, a decline in abundance of large elephant
fish resulted in smaller fish being landed, and it was



Yea¡
1974
r975
t976
+Imperial equivalent (ft).

necessary to introduce a regulation governing
minimum size. This occurred in 7973 and now only
fish longer than 50 cm may be landed.

Red gurnard (Chelidonichthys kumu, Lesson and
Garnot)

Red gurnard are widespread around both islands
of New T,ealand in depths of up to 180 m, though
mainly in water of less than 55 m. The species is
caught all through the year, but largest catches are
landed from May to July.

Traditionally red gurnard have been taken as
supplementary catch when fishing effort was
directed at tarakihi and elephant fish, but when
these two species declined in abundance, more effort
was di¡ected at red gurnard.

Red cod (Pseudophycis bachus, Bloch and
Schneider)

Red cod are distributed all around New Zæaland,
but are most abundant on the east coast of the South
Island. Largest catches are taken from January to
June, but landings fluctuate because of the patchy
distribution of the fish.

For many years low demand limited landings of
red cod and much of the fish caught was discarded at
sea. The development of markets in 1967 led to
increased landings. At times during the 1.970s the
demand dropped away and each vessel was limited
to landing only a certain number of boxes of red cod
each day, a practice which resulted in much of the
catch again being discarded at sea. Recently the

TABLE 2: Number and size ol trawlers in Timaru, ln+76
Length (m

t2-t4
(4Me)

73
13
10

<9
(<30)*

1
2
1

g-IL
(30-3e)

5
5
7

tt77
(sO-se)

6
6
6

IUZT
(60-6e)

t
2
0

No. which No.
landed fish registered

27 2ß
28 29'u 25

demand for red cod has risen, but the species has not
been abundant in the shallow waters of the
Canterbury Bight. Flowever, in years of low
abundance on the shelf, red cod have made up a
significant proportion of the catch by foreign vessels
in deeper water.

Barracouta (Thyrsites atun, Euphrasen)
Barracouta are found all around New Zealand,

most commonly at depths of less than 200 m. In the
past there was not a great demand for this fish and
most of the catch was discarded at sea. Ilowever,
since 7973 barracouta have been processed at
Timaru and landings have increased considerably.
Catches are taken throughout the year, but are low
during the elephant fish season. Barracouta
command a low price and only supplement the catch
of the principal species.

Previous studies
Published wo¡ks on the Canterbury Bight fishery

are the following: tables in Ritchie, Saul, and
O'Sullivan (1975) contain monthly landings of 10
species by area from 1960 to t970 and more detailed
information on landings in 1969 and 1970; Allen
(1975) described the main results obtained from the
catch sampling programme from 7966 to L973t
Vooren (1974) included an analysis of landings and
catch per unit of effort of tarakihi in area 15

(Canterbury Bight) from 1936 to 1969; and Coakley
(197L) reported on the commercial fishery for
elephant fish in the Canterbury area.



Methods

A decrease in landings alone does not indicate a
decline in abundance of fish. The level of fishing
effof used to catch the fish must also be considered.
Therefore, to assess the âbundance of the principal
species in the Canterbury Bight fishery, an analysis
of catch and fishing effort of trawlers in area 15 was
made by use of data from commercial fishing
returns. Total weight of a species in the catch was

at sea on which the
nit of effort (CPUE)
separately for each

month. The CPUE from 1963 to L973 was then
examined for any apparent change. Data include all
catches by trawlers in area 15, regardless of port of
registration.

A decline in CPUE has been interpreted as a
decline in abundance, if no alternative explanation is
considered adequate. From 7974, data f¡om
commercial fishing returns have been collated on a
port rather than an area basis, and comparison
between the two methods was not possible.

Data sources
Statistical and biological data on the Canterbury

Bight fishery were obtained from the following
soufces:

o Fishing returns;
o Registration data;
o Catch sampling;
. Catches by foreign vessels;
o Literature;
o Fishermen's views.

Fishìng returns

Since 1936 all commercial fishermen have been
required to submit returns to Fisheries Management
Division (formerþ of the Marine Department, but
transferred to the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (MAF) in September 1972). Fishing
returns are submitted every month; these state the
area fished, the numbe¡ aird date of landings, port of
landing, and the species composition of each landing
by weight and value. Since 1Ø4 the number of hours
trawling has also been included on the trawl return
form.

The data provided by fishing returns have been
published in the annual Reports on Fßheries,
compiled by the Marine Department from 1937 to
tl72 and by MAF f.om L973 to L976.

Registration data
The registration data of the Mnistry of Transport

contain details of type of gear, number of operators,
and overall length of fishing vessels. The number
and size of trawlers in the Canterbury Bight fishery
were assessed from these data.

Catch sampling
Length data for elephant fish were obtained from

Fisheries Research Division's catch sampling pro-
granme, 19f-.73.

Catches by foreign vessels

The Far Seas Fisheries I-aboratory, Japan
provided MAF v¡ith weights
by Japanese trawlers aroun
1967 to 1976. These statistics
areas around New Z'eaJand and allowed catches
from the Canterbury Bight area to be calculated'
Estimates of other foreign catches (including all
U.S.S.R. catches from 1971 to t976) have been
based on figures from FAO Oq7T.

Literature
Data were obtained from previous studies cited

above. In addition, annual Reports of the Fishing
/rtdustry Board for the years 1965-76 and annual
Reports on Fisheries for the yeats L937-76 were
studied for changes in regulations, fluctuations in
landings, and other factors affecting the fishery.

Fishermen's views
The shift by many fishermen to the Chatham

Islands from 1967 to 1969 made analysis of the data
difficult. Fishermen were consulted about details of
changing gear and fishing practices and possible
causes of the decline in abundance of some of the
more popular species in the area.



Timaru Fishery 1963-76

Total yearly landings and value of all species of
wetfish in Timaru from 1950 to 7976 are shown in
Fig. 2. The most valuable landings were in 1973,
when 2587 t grossed $664,000. This does not
correspond with the maximum landings by weight,
which occurred in 1964, but is explained by the
higher fish prices in L973.

The most obvious feature of the Timaru fishery
throughout this perio otal
landings from 1966 to the
Chathãm Islands rock and

The Report of tlrc Fishing Industry Board for the year
endeìI 31 March 7969 states that "some of the largest

of effort to the fishery'

Between 7967 and 1969 the pattern of the fishery
changed. During these years large quantities of red
cod were landed in Timaru (see Fig. 4). The species
was unusually abundant in the Canterbury Bight

within a short distance from port and the sheer
volume of the landings compensated fishermen for
the poor price received. Before L967, rcd cod was
usually discarded at sea, as the processors preferred
other species. The Report of the Fishing Industry
Board for the year ended 31 March l9óSdescribes the
development of a market for red cod, which resulted
in the fish being landed rather than discarded. Afte¡
a boom in landings red cod became less important to
the fishery and dropped to below TOVo of the annual
landings, from 1971 to t973.

Because of the disruption in the fishery from 1966
to 1969, average CPUE figures for 1963 to 1966 were
compared with the average figures from7970 to 1973
(Table 3).

TABLE 3: Seasonal CPLIE in area 15, 196y73
Elephant fish Red gurnard
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963
9&
965
96
967
968
969
970
977
972
w3
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(kg/day)

762
279
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t49
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196t46
t97(-l73
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Fig. 2: Total landings and values of wetfish, 1950-76, in Timaru.



1964 r9ó5 1966 1967 r9ó8 1969 t970 t97t

Fig. 3: Monthly CPUE, 196!73, for tarakihi, elephant fish, and red gurnard in a¡ea 15.



Tarakihi

In Timaru tarakihi is landed mainly during winter,
when most effort is directed at this species (Fig. 3).
In February, at the close of the elephant fish season,
the boats move further out to sea and fish ta¡akihi
grounds until about September. Therefore, CPUE
figures for tarakihi were based on an 8-month season
from February to September (Table 3). The CPUE
declined from an average of 227 kg per day in L963-
66 to 124 kg per day in t97O-73.

Landings of tarakfüi reached a peak in 1966, when
708 t were landed. The following year there was a
sharp drop and only 96 t were landed. This fall
coincided \üith the departure of t¡awlers to the
Chatham Islands, but also reflected a decline in
abundance of tarakihi in the northern tarakihi
grounds. Landings remained low for 3 years, but in
I97l a new fishing ground 15-30 km off Oamaru
became popular and landings rose to 357 t. This
yield was not sustained, however, and from L972 to
194 landings again declined (Fig. a).

Tarakihi sampled from commercial catches from
the Oamaru area in 1976 werc predominantly 4-
year-old fish (my unpublished data). This suggests

1000

800

that tarakihi move from nursery grounds in Blueskin
Bay (Vooren 1975) northwards to the Canterbury
Bight. Removal of large numbers of young fish in
the previous few years did not seem to affect
recruitment of tarakihi to the fishery. The fishery
appears to depend on few age classes, and good
years for tarakihi probably result from strong year
classes spawned 4-5 years earlier. In7975 a¡d.7976
many vessels travelled further afield to fish for
tarakihi; they went as fa¡ south as Nugget Point
(190 km south of Oamaru). Fishermen reported
catching larger fish in this area. Without more
knowledge of the parent stock of this population and
the location of the spawning grounds it is impossible
to predict how CPUE will change with time, but
fluctuations due to variable year class strength will
occur.

Since 1970, foreign fishing in the Canterbury
Bight has increased and may have accelerated
depletion of the tarakihi stock. From catch figures of
Japanese and New Z,ealand trawlers in the area,
local fishermen appear to have taken about 50Vo of
the annual yield from this stock from 1971 to L976
(see Table 6). When other foreign fishing is taken
into account, however, New Zealand fishermen took
less than SOVo, perhaps as low as 30Vo, of the annual
yield.

1965

Fig.4: I-andings of tarakihi, elephant fish, red gurnard, and red cod,1963-76, in Timaru.



Elephant fish

whereas during
tarakihi or red
ly by-catch (see
elephant fish is

short, the October-January figures for each year
were combined and an average sunmer CPI-IE was
calculated for the yearc L96T74 (Table 3). The 1963

suÍlmer in Table 3 represents the season from
October t963 to.January 1964.

From 1963 to 7973 CPUE in area 15 was stable;
the summer peaks showed no sign of decline (Fig. 3)

and the summer CPITE remained constant, at about
280 kg per day (Table 3). I would expect a decline in
CPUE 

-alter 
LW3, the year the size restriction was

introduced, because before this restriction about

indicate a drop in abundance of elephant fish, it is
tikely that landing of small fish masked any decline.

Red gurnard
Red gurnard occurs in most catches in the

Canterbury Bight; it makes up l5Vo-25Vo of the total
landings. It is caught mainly as by-catch, but some
effort is directed at red gurnard when tarakihi and
elephant fish are not abundant. Landings of red
gurnard in Timaru declined from 1964 to 1969, but
peaked in Ln3 (Fig. a). Generally, however,
landings in the 1970s were at a lower level than in the
early 1960s.

The CPUE from 1963 to 1973 fo¡ area 15 is shown
in Fig.3. Monthly figures were combined to
calculãte average yearly CPUE (Table 3). From
1963 to 1966 CPUE averaged 159 kg per day,
whereas the average from 1970 to 1973 was 125 kg
per day.

Thus, despite more effort being directed at red
gurnard in the ly7}s, the mean CPLIE decreased,
which suggests a decline in the abundance of red
gurna¡d.
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Japanese trawlers first began fishing the New
Zealand coast in 1959. As a consequence of
successful fishing by these early trawlers and
research vessels, more large vessels followed, and in
7976 abov 20 trawlers were operating around New
Zæ,aland. Soviet trawlers first arrived in tWl, aftet
preliminary studies by research vessels had yielded
promising results. There were thought to be over 20
U.S.S.R. trawlers operating in the New Zealand
region in 1976. Although much of the fishing effort
was concentrated on grounds around Campbell and
Auckland Islands, the Canterbury area has also been
fished extensively by this fleet.

Total catches by Japanese t¡awlers around New
7-naland. fuom 1967 to 1976 are shown in Table 4.
Estimates of catches by other countries were
obtained from FAO (L977) (Table 5). Area SL of the
FAO statistical areas is the region including New
Zealand, the south-east coast of Australia, and a
large expanse of the Pacific Ocean. It is probable
that most of the U.S.S.R. catch in the area is taken
off the east coast of the South Island and to the far
south, around Campbell and Auckland Islands.

Ganterbury area

Japanese catches have been divided into eight
areas around New ZeaLand (Fig. 5) and details of
the species caught in each area are available. Most of

TABLE 4: Japanese catches by trawlers around New 7*:,lsrrd

Total (all areas) Canterbury area
Year (Ð (t)
1967 3 æ2 -t
1968 19 72L 13 873
t969 26004 ll4l7
7970 3l N2 19 010
l97L M272 22050
t972 49 133 27 659
1973 45 601 26?17
7974 52275 24185
7975 55 æ8 23 777
1976 7N 447 212L2

*No data available.

Foreign Fishing

TABLE 5: Catches (t) of ¡Il species, area 81 (FAO f9Ð

the Japanese catch on the east coast, South Island
came from area D2, but red cod and barracouta
were also taken south of the line separating areasD2
and D4. Therefore, catches from both areas \ilere
combined and compared with New Zealand landings
in the ports of Lyttelton, Akaroa, and Timaru from
l97l ro 1976 (Table 6).

The Japanese catch of barracouta in the
Canterbury area from t97l to 1976 was 54265t,
compared with the New Zealand catch of 1181 t.
There is obviously a considerable resource of
barracouta in the area, but CPUE data suggest that
this species has been overexploited; the decline in
catch-per-hour-trawling from 1968 to t976 is shown
in Fig. 6.

Japanese and U.S-.S.R. trawlers have caught
barracouta on the continental shelf, and in doing so
they have also taken tarakihi and red cod, species
more valuable to New Znaland fishermen. ln 1975,
U.S.S.R. trawlers caught 655 t of red cod thought to
have come mainly from the Canterbury area, and
Japanese trawlers caught 2106 t. Of the total3290 t
of red cod taken from the area in 1975, New Zealand
fishermen landed oriy L6Vo (529 t).

Japanese CPUE data from 1968 to L976 lot red
cod are shown in Fig. 7. It is interesting that the
Japanese catch in tVl6 was significantly higher than
in 1975 and that the New 7æaland catch of red cod in
the Canterbury area dropped considerably in 1976
after a good year n Ins. It is possible that this
species moves on to the continental shelf only under
certain conditions (for example, in response to water
temperature or chasing food) and is found more
commonly in deeper water (over 200 m).

Australia
Japan
Korea
New Zealand
u.s.s.R.
Other

Total
*Estimated quantity.

rn6
31 050

r33 ß2
25 165
69 U9
78 420
43 M6+

3æ r32

rn7
30 100
65 100
30 300
6r'.sffi
10 ,100

23 3ffir
223700

7E72
31 400
69ffi
,{O 500
56 100
5370o
23 9ær

n52æ

7973
33 700
742æ
43 600
Ø7N
743û
25 200i

315'700

't1

L974 1975
32734 3290'
m526 83157
4426t 38 474
67 æ3 61 918
88 800 4767
40 0001 443471

363 524 305 570



TABLE 6: Catcìcs (t) of tbe prhdpût spedes in the Canterbury a¡es

7nt
Red cod 2tÆ
Tarakihi 158
Barraoouta 10737
Red gurnard 28
Other 8 987

Total 22050

Japan'
tc72 tn3 tn4
2 080 27?A 2925
695 352 ó80

t4335 6 800 tO94L
11017

10548 1632r 9622
n659 262U1 2,4L85

tns Ln6 tETt:76 LCTL

2Lú 39æ 15884 n4676 474 3 035 794
5719 5733 5426s n20 15 91 811

L5256 17081 Tt8L5 2478
23771 n2L2 151090 438/¡

New ZealandT
1972 rn3 Ln4 tns 1E76
230 2m 488 529 L59
648 539 37t 391 4tr
36 210 350 2r3 345

519 | 2æ 890 &5 900
1862 t93r L9U t677 t63l
3295 4t70 4 083 3 455 3 446

tyTr-:76
tno
3 L54
1 181
4 965

tL 563
22 833

rcatches in areas D2 and D4.
thndings in Lyttelton, Akaroa, and Timaru.

Fig.5: Statistical areas used bY
Japaoese tawlers in New 7*aland
waters.
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Fig.6: Japanese catch, fishing effort, and CPUE for
barramuta, t968-76, in areas D2 and D4.

Fig. 7: Japanese catch, fishing effort, and CPUE for red cod,
7968-76, in areas D2 and D4.
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Discussion

in New Zæaland
catches of foreign
n as by-catch are

important to the local fishery. Foreþ fishing on the
continental shelf is aimed mainly at barracouta and
horse mackerel, but tarakihi and other in-shore
species
fishery.
foreign
the New Znalatd landings it becomes much more
significant. Intní,local trawlers took less than half
of the total tarakihi catch in the Canterbury area,
whereas before t970 they took the whole catch.
Although the landings by local fishermen have
declined fuom l97L to L976, the total catch of
tarakihi in the a¡ea has increased as a result of the
large catches by foreign vessels.

fishermen is thought to have been accelerated in the
190s by the activities of foreign trawlers.

The number of New Z'ealand trawlers in the
Canterbury Bight fishery has dropped since 1975
(see Table L) as fishing has become uneconomical.

The main reasons for this are believed to be an

increase in costs, without a proportionate increase in
prices for fish, and a decline in abundance of the
popular species on the fishing grounds of the
Canterbury Bight.

The decline in abundance of the valuable species

traditionally landed in Timaru has resulted in a

¡edirection-of fishing effort to less valuable species.

However, though stocks of ¡ed cod and barracouta
are fairly abundant, they are migratory species

found primarily in deeper waters.

Future development lies in deep-sea resources
around our coasts. Until New Znaland fishermen
can fish beyond the continental shelf, much of the
resources of the Canterbury Bight fishing grounds
will remain unattainable. Management of deep-sea

latter. The decline of the present New Zealand

as the stocks of coastal species are fished by both
local and foreign vessels.
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